November 16, 2021
Mr. Glenn Vineyard
President, Placer County Committee on
School District Organization
c/o Ms. Gayle Garbolino-Mojica, Secretary
360 Nevada Street
Auburn, CA 95603
Dear Mr. Vineyard and Committee Members:
Until 2010, the multi-member trustee areas that elected members to the Placer
Board of Education (“Board”) had a variation in population of 260%, greater than the
disparities in southern states that the Supreme Court condemned in the 1960s.1 The
legacy of this constitutional violation persists, both because three current incumbents
were elected before 2010 and because the current variation (12%) still exceeds the 10%
benchmark of constitutionality. For decades, the Board has maintained these trustee
areas with unequal numbers of trustees, which also violates the Education Code.2
The Board has advised that your Committee will consider its proposal to
implement single-trustee area elections on November 29, 2021. Since I expect to be
travelling on that date, I submit these comments in advance. The Board has not yet
published the minutes for the October 14, 2021 meeting at which it adopted its proposal
or the resolution specifying the map and schedule. The schedule will be affected by a
decision on an impending vacancy that the Board has agendized for November 18, 2021.
Large, multimember trustee areas have limited the ability of candidates to run
for the Board, even if they enjoy strong support from their own community. In the last
twenty-five years, less than a quarter of Board elections have been contested. Prior to a
recent appointment, the average tenure of incumbents was 13 years. Since 2000, only 11
individuals (one the spouse of an incumbent) have been elected to this seven-trustee
body. During that period, the County’s Latino and Black populations, which vote in
coalition, have grown more than 150%. Its Asian population, which is smaller but more

Goldberg, “The Statistics of Malapportionment,” 72 Yale L.J. 90 (1962).
Areas with unequal numbers of trustee elected expressly violate Section 1002 since the areas themselves,
not the ratio of voters to trustees, must be “as nearly equal in population as practicable.” This contrasts
the rule for school districts stated in Section 5019.5: “The population of each area is, as nearly as may be,
the same proportion of the total population of the district as the ratio that the number of governing board
members elected from the area bears to the total number of members of the governing board.”
1
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politically influential, almost quintrupled.3 Improved representation will enhance the
Board’s understanding of the needs of any increasingly diverse population and its
capacity to improve educational outcomes. Single-trustee areas also mean more
competitive elections to the benefit of all voters.
Actions to enforce the equal protection clause or Section 1002 do not provide a
jurisdiction a “safe harbor” period to remedy the violation. But my clients were pleased
that the Board accepted our invitation to invoke Elections Code, Section 10010, which
applies to violations of the California Voting Rights Act (CVRA). Multi-member areas
violate the CVRA, whenever minority communities vote differently from the rest of the
electorate, which is usually the case. Section 10010 provides for a collaborative
alternative to litigation in which the Board proposes a map and schedule after public
hearings. Our petition, which provided relevant data, is attached.
Despite limited public outreach, the map boundaries are within the range of
outcomes that this Committee can reasonably approve. It is no longer possible for
residents of the Tahoe basin or more remote areas in the Sierras to be represented by
two trustees who live in Loomis. The map also created an open seat (Area 2) that
includes Dry Creek Elementary School District, Antelope and additional parts of
Roseville, which has the highest Latino population and the lowest annual income. My
clients believe that the Board should have given more weight to keeping minority and
working-class neighborhoods together and let to following school district lines when it
divided the triple-trustee area, but the boundaries themselves do not violate state or
federal law.4
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Placer County population:
2000

2020

207124

272472

32%

Asian

23796

60628

155%

Latino

9891

47830

384%

other

7588

23799

214%

white alone; not Latino

growth

It would be ironic to interpret Section 1002 to impose a preference for school district boundaries even
though jurisdiction over district organization lies with your Committee, whose boundaries are not
designed to coincide with school district boundaries. During the pandemic, minority and working-class
families experienced special challenges that reflected socio-economic factors, creating “communities of
interest” that had little to do with school district boundaries. The Board also has appellate functions over
a number of matters involving special education and discipline. Many of these determinations have
differential impacts on minority committees, which argues for direct accountability to the communities of
minority voters, rather than linking the boundaries to which the Board trustees are accountable to the
school district whose decisions they are reviewing. The inclusion of a member directly accountable to a
community that is demographically distinct from the rest of the county could also enhance the capacity of
the Board to improve performance in lower-achieving schools.
4
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My clients do object to the order of elections. Areas numbered 1 (northwest
Roseville), 4 (east Roseville and Granite Bay), and 6 (Auburn, Loomis, and Newcastle)
elect in 2022.5 The sequence delays the ability of minority communities in Area 2 to
select and promote authentic candidates of choice for three years, while perpetuating
double representation in Areas 1 and 6. Ultimately, the schedule preempts the ability
voters in Areas 1 and 6 to have a competitive election by favoring appointees. This does
not satisfy the mandate that the election sequence give “special consideration” for the
purposes of the CVRA that Section 10010(b) requires. It is not an effective remedy for
the constitutional violation.6
Trustee Area 2, which consists of Dry Creek Joint Elementary School District
(and additional parts of Roseville) has the County’s highest Latino and Black
populations and has the lowest household income of any of the proposed trustee areas.
Since Area 2 has not had a resident on the Board for at least 25 years, it is the proper
focus of this reform.
It is simply wrong to deny Area 2 the opportunity to elect until 2024. Susan Goto
won contested elections for the triple-trustee area in 2012 and 2020 with more than 70%
of the vote but does not intend to seek reelection in 2024. Map 4 places both her and
Sergey Terebkov, whom the Board appointed to the triple-trustee area earlier this year,
in the affluent, high-Asian Area 1. Since the object of single-member areas is to provide
equal representation, an area with two trustees in different cycles usually elects when
the later term expires. However, the Board allows Terebkov to run as an appointed
incumbent when his term ends in 2022, even though it gives Area 1 two trustees until
2024. This is a mixed blessing for Area 1’s Asian communities, which will not be able to
recruit and elect an authentic candidate of choice when Goto does retire. It is not a
justification for delaying representation to Area 2 for the next three years. It does not
satisfy Section 10010(b), which requires special consideration for the goals of the CVRA
before accommodating the interests of any incumbent, let alone an appointee who does
not yet have an electoral mandate.
The prospect of appointing a successor in Area 6 is also problematic. Trustee
Tokutomi, who has faced only one contested election in his 19 years of service, voted for
the resolution, which recites that “each Board member shall continue to serve their
current terms.” Less than three weeks later, he submitted his resignation effective
This numbering does not follow convention. When elections are staggered, numbers are normally
assigned to areas that elect in the same year are either all even or all odd.
6 The deviation disadvantaged Roseville, Lincoln and adjoining suburban areas where most of the
county’s minority voters live. The Ninth Circuit also takes very seriously the lingering effects of past
violations, even after decades. Garza v. County of Los Angeles (9th Cir. 1990) 918 F.2d 763, 769-770
(remedy for violation in 1959 redistricting).
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December 31, 2021. The Board agenda for November 18, 2021, appears to propose an
appointment from new Trustee Area 6. Since trustee Oliver still represents doublemember Area 4, which includes almost all of Area 6, this allocates an extra year of
double representation to an area with few minority voters. It emphasizes the failure to
include any trustee resident in Area 2 for three full years.
The Board has overstated the costs of a special election. Its estimate of $455,466
to $1,209,576, assumes another election in a multi-member district. This would violate
the constitution and the Education Code, and the agenda report appears to concede that
your approval would require a single-member area to fill the vacancy. Most critically,
Elections Code, Section 4004(c)(2) now allows all-mail election to fill Board vacancies,
since Section 10404(a) defines the Board as an “eligible entity.” Such elections cost
approximately $5 per registered voter, which yields an estimate of $174,000 for Area 2.
This is still a substantial cost. An alternative would be to make a provisional
appointment in Area 2. To avoid preempting Area 2’s first opportunity to choose its
own trustee, the appointee should either be a true consensus candidate or one who has
agreed not to seek reelection. A caretaker appointee could help connect the Board to
this new constituency and promote the opportunity for a competitive election in 2022.
CONCLUSION
Implementation of this map can end a legacy of noncompetitive elections that
have resulted from multi-member trustee areas that did not represent equal number of
constituents and suppressed candidates who lacked the resources and capacity to run in
large districts. However, the sequencing should promote competitive elections, which
required by Section 10010 and essential to remedy the past violation. At a minimum,
Area 2 should elect in 2022 and Area 1 in 2024.
Sincerely,

Scott J. Rafferty

May 17, 2021
Ms. Gayle Garbolino-Mojica
Placer County Superintendent of Schools
and Secretary to the Board of Education
Mr. Glenn Vineyard, President, Placer County
Committee on School District Organization
360 Nevada Street
Auburn, CA 95603
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 7020 0640 0001 7178 6104 rec’d 5/19/21 12:20pm
Re:

Bringing County Board Elections into Compliance with California Voting
Rights Act

Dear Ms. Garbolino-Mojica and Mr. Vineyard:
Neighborhood Elections Now (NEN), on behalf of Latino and other minority
voters in Placer County, request that the County Committee on School Board Organization (“Committee”) create single-trustee areas for the County Board of Education
(“Board”) that comply with the California Voting Rights Act, the Education Code, and
federal law. We also request that the Committee prescribe the sequence in which
trustees will be elected from these new single-trustee areas. As the Legislature
reinforced by enacting Elections Code, Section 10010(b), state law already required the
2012 map to give a preference for high-minority constituencies. These areas should
elect at the general presidential election, when their turnout is highest. Although
several potential legal claims are not subject to any notice requirement or exhaustion
provisions, trustee areas with different numbers of trustees do not qualify as “districtbased election” for purposes of either the CVRA or Elections Code, Section 10010. This
letter gives notice of possible violation of the CVRA and proposes the use of the
collaborative process set forth in Elections Code, Section 10010 as an alternative to
litigation.
Multi-member trustee areas dilute the influence of protected classes and other
minorities. The only South Asian candidate to run for the Board and the only Latino
candidate live in the same triple-size trustee area. In 2012, CJ Jawahar lost a single open
seat by 61%. In 2018, Rene Aguilera lost by the closest margin in a decade, despite
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contesting a midterm in which Latino turnout was depressed by 20 points compared to
the presidential election.
Placer County has long been a destination for those who seek opportunity and a
haven for the oppressed. The enterprise of Chinese immigrants is memorialized in
placenames and in the writings of Bret Harte and Mark Twain. The 1920 census shows
that 11% of Placer’s population was Japanese or Chinese, more than any other county in
the state. When Japanese Americans lost homes in the Fillmore and farms in the Delta
to internment, many started a new life in its foothills and mountains. East Asian
Americans have become respected members of the business community and political
establishment. Now that Placer County is the second fastest growing county in the
State, it would be unthinkable not to enable newcomers to have the same opportunities
to sponsor and elect candidates of their choice. Whether they are software engineers or
essential workers, the distinctive needs and values of immigrants and minorities are
represented by those in their communities who are citizens and old enough to vote.
Single-member trustee areas give them – and all neighborhoods – a chance to support
and elect candidates who live among them, can represent their values, and who model
the values of public service to children in every part of the County.
Minority populations are growing even more rapidly than Placer County overall.
The Latino and Asian share of eligible voters increases as more children turn 18 and
more immigrants achieve citizenship. See also Attachment 4 (growth by race and
district).
2011

2013

POPULATION
TOTAL
343555
355925
ASIAN
36565
40110
LATINO
43270
46425
WHITE
263720
269390
%White
77%
76%
%Latino
13%
13%
ELIGIBLE VOTERS (CVAP)
TOTAL
244575
255255
ASIAN
20970
23190
LATINO
21095
22975
WHITE
202510
209090
%White
83%
82%
%Latino
9%
9%

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

366280
43670
49160
273450
75%
13%

370570
44895
49905
275770
74%
13%

374985
46710
51130
277145
74%
14%

380075
48760
52500
278815
73%
14%

385510
50940
53970
280600
73%
14%

266100
26335
25315
214450
81%
10%

271235
27355
26825
217055
80%
10%

275790
29010
27795
218985
79%
10%

280785
30385
29510
220890
79%
11%

285075
31685
30765
222625
78%
11%
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Although the Board is responsible for its own compliance with voting rights
laws, it is the County Committee that has the statutory duty to adjust boundaries before
the 2022 election.1 One approach would be for the Board to ask that the Committee
conduct the hearings that would be required by Elections Code, Section 10010. The
Committee could delegate some hearings to – or coordinate with – the advisory
commission created by the Board of Supervisors.
I.

IN THE CASE OF COUNTY BOARDS, THE EDUCATION CODE
PRECLUDES MIXED SIZE TRUSTEE AREAS.

Section 1002(a) of the Education Code states unambiguously: “In any event, the
county committee shall ensure that [county board] trustee areas are as nearly equal in
population as practicable.” This provision unambiguously prohibits trustee areas with
unequal numbers of trustees.2 Such areas cannot “nearly equal” in population, since it
would be unconstitutional for equally sized districts to have different numbers of
representatives.
The mixed-size trustee areas disserve practically all Placer County voters of
every race. A single trustee area in the East would extend to somewhere near Meadow
Vista and include both sides of the Foresthill Divide. Tahoe-Truckee USD would have
about 60% of the population. Instead, the double member district includes 82% of the

Since the County Board elections and school district elections are both consolidated
with the general statewide election, Education Code, Section 1002(d) directs that their
boundaries “coincide” “insofar as possible.” Since the number of County Board
trustees is not much smaller than the number of school districts of varying sizes,
absolute priority to nesting frustrates other mandates. Nesting cannot override the
constitutional requirement of one-man-one-vote, or the state requirement of “near
equality of population” stated earlier in Section 1002, which applies “in any event.” The
qualification “insofar as possible” should also be read as preserving consideration of the
traditional factors set forth in Section 1002(a). The preference for conformed boundaries
does not authorize violations of federal law or the CVRA, which has been held in other
contexts to prevail over more general legislation. Jauregui v. City of Palmdale (2014)
226 Cal.App.4th 781, 806.
1

Compare Section 5019.5(a), which governs school districts: “The population of each area
is, as nearly as may be, the same proportion of the total population of the district as the
ratio that the number of governing board members elected from the area bears to the
total number of members of the governing board.”
2
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area served by the County Board and means that Tahoe voters could be represented by
two trustees elected in Loomis, 75 miles away. Combining such distant and disparate
communities defies every principle of districting.
On the other end of the County, District 1 voters in Roseville had been diluted
both quantitatively and qualitatively for many years. Even in 2000, District 5, consisting
of four elementary school districts along the Nevada County line, had less than onefifth of the population of District 1. This gap had increased by 2010.
Population Disparity in pre-2012 map
Area 1 (Roseville)
Area 5 (Colfax area)
ratio:

2000
118702
21280
5.58

2010
161902
23275
6.96

The multi-member system also increases the costs of campaigning and
submerges minority neighborhoods by requiring candidates to run citywide (and in
part of Sacramento County). As explained below, this violates the CVRA. In recent
years, only one South Asian candidate, one Latino or no Black has run in this trustee
area (or anywhere else in the District).
II.

THE PAST AND CURRENT POPULATION DISPARITY IS
UNCONSTITUTIONAL

The 2010 redistricting absorbed Area 5 into Area 4, which continued to have two
members. See Attachment 2. Redistributing the member to Area 1 brought the variance
in population per representative between Areas 1 and 4 to 9.0%, arguably within the
10% rule of thumb that the Supreme Court has considered to satisfy population equality
for purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Trustee
area

2010
pop

% by area
1
5%
2
10%
3
1%
4
70%
83%
5 (OLD) 13%
TOTAL

161902
50093
56689
95059
22545
386288

pop ideal & variance

50004

BEFORE
2010 MAP
#
2
1
1
2
1

AFTER 2010
MAP

pop/trustee #
80951
3
50093
1
56689
1
47530
2
22545
259%

TOTAL noncitizens of
white
voting age

Latino
CVAP

Asian Black
CVAP CVAP

CVAP

pop/trustee

53967
50093
56689
58802

17.4%

130057
40098
43383
73211
19376

27%
22%
22%
12%
9%

11%
14%
12%
7%
6%

11%
7%
8%
3%
1%

3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
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However, the two single-trustee areas are still not within 10% variance. Area 3
has 13.2% more population than Area 2. The single sheet of paper from the County
Committee provided at the Board meeting of October 11, 2011 claims that this is a “2%
variance.” See Attachment 3. After the differing numbers of trustees is considered, it
calculates that the percentage of the County ranges between 13 and 15%. This is a misunderstanding of the constitutional standard. Under the Constitution, one-man-onevote normally requires that no district contain more than 10% more people than any
other district.3 Using the proposed method of calculation, if a jurisdiction with 100,000
people were divided more conventionally – into five single member districts – one district could have 15,000 people and another 25,000, which is actually a variance of 67%.
III.

MULTIMEMBER DISTRICTS VIOLATE THE CVRA

NEN has verified that racially polarized voting exists in Placer County, including
the 2018 contest for the County Board. Racial polarization can also be seen in certain
ballot measures. Both the Asian and Latino communities care passionately about
education. In 2016, each group gave overwhelming support to Proposition 51, the $9
billion statewide education bond. The near complete absence of Latino, Black or South
Asian candidates is also probative to finding a violation of the CVRA. We will provide
some of our statistical evidence on request.
It is generally understood that the CVRA requires single-member districts. There
have been two exceptions. Section 14029 directs courts “to implement appropriate
remedies, including the imposition of district-based elections.” The Court in Salas v.
City of Palm Desert ordered the creation one minority district but allowed the rest of
the city to vote for the remaining four members. SB 634 (2017) allowed three
consolidating water districts to transition to a board with three three-member divisions.
Education Code, Section 1000 allows County Boards to have only five or seven trustees.
Even if double-member districts could ever comply the substantive provisions of the
CVRA, Elections Code, Sections 10010(d)(2) and 14026(b) each define “district-based
election” to require that each election district be “a divisible part of the political
subdivision.” Seven is not divisible by any number other than one. So, unless the
County Board has a court order specifying a CVRA remedy, double- and triple- trustee
areas are inconsistent with the CVRA.

i.e., none could be smaller than 18,400 (four other districts 20,400)or larger than 21,600
(four other districts 19,600).
3
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Elections Code, Section 10010(a) makes clear that abolishing the mixed-member
system requires public hearings in addition to the Committee’s action to adjust
boundaries after each census. See Education Code, Section 1002(b). The hearing
requirement applies not only to “changes from an at-large method of election,” but to
all other cases which “establish[] district-based elections,” such as the elimination of a
mixed-member system.
IV.

REQUIRING TRUSTEE AREA 1 TO ELECT TWO MEMBERS IN THE OFFYEAR IS CONTRARY TO ELECTIONS CODE, SECTION 10010(b), AND
ALSO VIOLATES STATE VOTING RIGHTS LAW.

Multiple member districts are not the only form of dilution prohibited by the
CVRA. Sequencing was a critical factor in Rene Aguilera’s defeat in 2018. In 2016, AB
350 added this provision to the Elections Code:
In determining the final sequence of the district elections conducted in a political
subdivision in which members of the governing body will be elected at different
times to provide for staggered terms of office, the governing body shall give
special consideration to the purposes of the California Voting Rights Act of 2001,
and it shall take into account the preferences expressed by members of the
districts.
“Special consideration” is generally understood to require preference for electing as
many high-minority districts as possible in the presidential cycle before considering any
incumbent’s interests. The law was a reaction to a court order districting Anaheim,
which scheduled two instead of three high-minority districts for 2016, deferring the
district with the highest percentage of Latinos to 2018. The Legislature warned against
“scheduling staggered city council elections in a manner that would dilute and
suppress the vote of a protected class in violation of the state voting rights act.”4
Latino and Asian turnout fall in gubernatorial elections much more dramatically
that white and Black voters. In the case of Latinos, turnout in the most recent
presidential election was 64%, compared to 43% in 2018.
Asian
Latino
Black+White
Asian+Latino
share

4

2012
25%
52%
83%

2014
13%
25%
54%

2018
22%
43%
70%

2020
37%
64%
91%

10%

8%

11%

13%

AB 350, Senate Floor Analysis, August 17, 2016 at p.7.
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When Area 1 gained a third trustee in 2010, it was scheduled for 2014 and has
elected in each subsequent midterm, most recently 2018. This forced the first Latino
candidate to make an unpalatable choice. He could go head-to-head against the
strongest incumbent, who was Japanese and had beaten a South Asian challenger in
2012. Alternatively, he could run in the midterm with depressed minority turnout
against two white incumbents. Taking the latter course, Mr. Aguilera lost the 2018
midterm by 4.5% - the closest margin in a decade.
V.

DOUBLE AND TRIPLE TRUSTEE AREAS ARE CONTRARY TO THE
PUBLIC INTEREST.

In 1962, 41 state legislatures had multi-member districts, including some where
every district had the same number of representatives. Today, only two continue to mix
single and multiple member constituencies – New Hampshire and Vermont – and for a
peculiar purpose. Their state assemblies are so large relative to the state that each
legislator would represent less than 3500 people under a single-member system.
Elsewhere, unequal districts have gone out of fashion for good reason.
Multi-member districts make elections less competitive and legislative bodies
less representative. District 2 and District 3 have a dedicated voice on the County Board
and a trustee who lives as close to them as possible. District 1 (the most diverse) and
District 4 (the largest by area) do not. This is both unfair and illogical.
Multi-member districts make it difficult to challenge incumbents. When they
appointed trustee Terebkov, the incumbents’ average age was three decades older than
that of the parents of students in the schools they governed. Each trustee had served
ten to twenty years. One was not contested when she succeeded her long-serving
husband. (Ironically, the oldest trustee has the shortest tenure and is the only one to
face two contested elections, which she won overwhelmingly.) No trustee has been
defeated since two ran against each other in 2012. Other than four races in 2008, there
have been only eight contests among the 38 times seats have been subject to election
since 2002. See Attachment 4.
Minority voters in Placer County often vote in coalition, but ideally high-Latino
and high-Asian concentrations could each have a trustee area they could influence.
Trustee Area 1 is currently 11% Latino, 11% Asian, and 27% minority (Latino or nonwhite). At least one single-member district within Area 1 will have percentages higher
than these.
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The orange areas on the following map are census blocks that have
concentrations of eligible voters who are Latino that are higher than the 11% average in
Area 1. The purple areas have Asian voter shares higher than 11%. In the green census
blocks, the total minority vote share is over 40%. (Each blue dot represents 1000
people.)

Although each school district is a community of interest, the Committee should
also consider which neighborhoods use the same parks or shopping areas.
Demographic, social and political factors also cross school district lines. During the
pandemic, communities experienced the challenges of district learning in very different
ways, depending upon their economic conditions and family obligations. Some of the
essential workers and heads of households who face the greatest burdens are the least
capable of participating in school district meetings and persuading decision-makers. A
dedicated trustee will be more capable of reaching out to these constituents and
understanding their needs.
Instead of focusing on race, the Committee should look to give a voice to needy
communities that are the least likely to be heard and understood by government.
Neighborhood elections incorporates communities into political life. They mean that
the needs and aspirations of every neighborhood will be considered and debated, no
matter who wins. As a guide to identifying the less empowered areas within the
County, I have attached the “Hard-to-Count” factsheets developed last year by the
California Census Office. See Attachment 5. Note how a contiguous area including
parts of Roseville and Rocklin scores high on several risk factors and appears in dark
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orange on these maps. The communities that are least visible to government were also
the least likely to be counted in the 2020 census. These documents tabulate many
relevant socio-economic variables – language, income, education, home ownership,
internet penetration, employment. (The Committee should which neighborhoods have
common parks or shopping areas.)
VI.

THE BOARD AND COMMITTEE CAN AVOID LITIGATION.

For the reasons stated, the current multi-member system is not “district-based
election.” The hearings required by Elections Code, Section 10010 must occur in
addition to the post-census adjustment required by the Education Code. The
Committee faces no liability if school districts fail to comply with the CVRA, but it has
primary responsibility for creating legal trustee areas for the County Board. Compare
Rey v. Madera Unified School District (2012) 203 Cal.App.4th 1223, 1231-32 with
Education Code, Section 1002.
The violations of the Education Code, Elections Code, Section 10010(b), and the
Fourteenth Amendment have no notice requirement. They are not moot simply
because the next regular election occurs after redistricting. If a seat vacated today, the
successor could be elected under the unlawful multi-member system, either at the
option of the Board or as a result of a petition to replace a provisional appointee. A
Fourteenth Amendment remedy must also address the continuing effects of conducting
past elections under the unconstitutional method. See Garza v. County of Los Angeles
(9th Cir. 1990) 918 F.2d 763, 766 (court must remedy continuing effects of 1959
redistricting 30 years later); Bell v. Southwell (5th Cir. 1967) (past election nullified);
Hellebust v. Brownback (10th Cir. 1994) (incumbents’ terms declared expired; receiver
appointed).
NEN has no desire for any remedy other than prospective compliance. We are
willing to forego pursuing further claims provided the Board and Committee commit
(1) to use the process specified in Section 10010, (2) to draw single-member districts that
are equal in population, respect communities of interest, and protect equality of
influence for minority voters within the specified timeframe, and (3) to pay the partial
reimbursement of work product and expenses.
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CONCLUSION
NEN looks forward to working with the County Board of Education and the
County Committee. Please advise me within 45 days of your receipt of this letter if the
Committee and Board commit to comply with the process set forth in Section 10010.
Sincerely,

Scott J. Rafferty
Attachment 1
Population (2010 Census and Current) by Ethnicity, Area, and District
Attachment 2
Revised description in Bylaw 9220, voted at November 8, 2012 meeting
Attachment 3
Tabulation of trustee areas presented to October 11, 2011 meeting
Attachment 4
Election results 2002-present
Attachment 5
Hard-to-Count Factsheets for Roseville, Rocklin, and Placer County
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Attachment 1
Population (2010 Census and Current) by Ethnicity, Area, and District
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1
ATTACHMENT 2. Revision of Areas

Bylaws of the Board

TERMS OF OFFICE AND TRUSTEE AREAS

BB 9110

The County Board shall consist of seven members whose terms shall be staggered so that as
nearly as practicable, one half of the County Board members shall be elected on the date and
in the same manner prescribed for election of governing board members of school districts.
Elections shall be held biennially on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, in
even numbered years. (Education Code 1000, 1007)
The term of office for County Board members elected in regular elections shall be four years,
commencing on the last Friday in November subsequent to their election. (Education Code
1007)
County Board member terms expire four years after their initial election on the last Friday in
November following the election of new County Board members. (Education Code 1017)
A County Board member whose term has expired shall continue to discharge the duties of the
office until his/her successor has qualified by taking the oath of office. (Government Code
1302, 1360)
County Board members, before taking office, shall take and subscribe to the oath of office or
affirmation set forth in Section 3, Article XX, of the Constitution of the State of California.
Trustee Areas

The trustee areas for the County Board are as follows:
Trustee Area Number 1 (three two members)

The school districts of Roseville City, Dry Creek Joint Elementary, Eureka Union, and
portions of Center Joint Unified and Elverta Joint Elementary.
Trustee Area Number 2 (one member)

The school districts of Western Placer Unified and a portion of Pleasant Grove Joint
UnionEureka Union and Loomis Union
Trustee Area Number 3 (one member)

The school districts of Rocklin Unified and Western Placer Unified
Trustee Area Number 4 (two members)

The school districts of Loomis Union, Newcastle Elementary, Auburn Union,
Ackerman Charter, Placer Hills Union, Colfax Elementary, Alta-Dutch Flat, Foresthill
Union, and Tahoe-Truckee Unified
Trustee Area Number 5 (one member)
The school districts of Ackerman, Placer Hills, Colfax, and Alta-Dutch Flat
Page 1 of 2
Placer County Office of Education – Auburn, California
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2
Bylaws of the Board

TERMS OF OFFICE AND TRUSTEE AREAS (continued)

BB 9110

The County Board may request at any time that the number of trustee areas and/or that the
boundaries of any or all of the trustee areas be changed by the Placer County Committee on
School District Organization. Following each decennial census, the County Committee shall
adjust the boundaries of any trustee area as necessary to be as nearly equal in population as
practicable except when changing trustee boundaries, the County Committee may consider:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Topography
Geography
Cohesiveness, contiguity, integrity, and compactness of territory
Community of interests of the trustee areas

Due to the election of County Board members being held on the same day as school district
trustees, the boundaries of County Board trustee areas shall be fixed, insofar as possible, to
coincide with the boundaries of school districts. (Education Code 1002)
The boundaries of any trustee area shall not at any time be changed so as to affect the term of
office of any member of the County Board who has been elected and whose term of office
has not expired. (Education Code 1005)

Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
1000 Composition and trustee area
1002 Trustee area boundaries and membership changes
1005 Effect on term of office by change of trustee area
1007 Elections
1017 Expiration of terms
GOVERNMENT CODE
1302 Continuance in office until qualification of successor
1303 Exercising functions of office without having qualified
1360 Necessity of taking constitutional oath

08-10-2006 Adopted
04-05-2011 Review by Board Policy Committee
04-14-2011 Adopted
10-11-12 Review by Board Policy Committee

Page 2 of 2
Placer County Office of Education – Auburn, California
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Attachment 3 - Miscalculation of Allowable population variance

Represent

Roseville Jt. Union HSD

Districts

28,293

87,720

Total
Voters
per
School
District

28,293

87,720

Total
Voters

28,293

29,240

Voters
per
Trustee
Area

50,093

161,902

Total
Pop.

56,689

50,093

53,967

14.7%

13%

14.3% (3)

Scott

EXHIBIT A

Area

3
Western Placer USD

56,689

2% VARIANCE IN POPULATION AMONG TRUSTEE AREAS

1
1

30,699

Ken

% of Pop. of
Each Trustee
Pop. Per Area of Total
2012
2014
Repres.
Election Election
School
Area
District Pop.
Year
Year
Bob
Suzanne
Stanford (2 Seats)

2

30,699

15.2% (2)

30,699

58,802

Rocklin USD

117,604

1

34,873

3

69,747

Open
Lynn
Pam
(1 Seat)

Placer Union High SD
54,036
4
2
Tahoe-Truckee USD
15,711
Variance in population: 8,709 (2.2% variance)
Variance in voter registration: 6,580
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ATTACHMENT 4. ELECTION HISTORY 2004 to present

YEAR AREA
NAME
VOTES PERCENT
2004 no contested election
2006 no contested election
2007
5
LYNN
OLIVER
appointed
2008
details not available on registrar's website
1
TAMI A.
BRODNIK
2,807 60.53%
GORDON J. HINKLE
1,785 38.49%
3
SCOTT
GNILE
INC
WARREN JORGENSEN
4
PAM ROBIE HART
DON
BROPHY
INC (ELECTED 1996)
5
LYNN
OLIVER
RYAN
MURPHY
Total
19168
2010
1
E.KEN
TOKUTOMI
13574 70.82%
LINDSAY DALE
MULSOW
5513 28.76%
2
Total
15347
SUZANNE JONES
6094 39.71%
TREVOR H. SANDERS
5279 34.40%
LORENE A. EUERLE
3907 25.46%
4
Total
31040
BOB
TOMASINI
16883 54.39%
MARK A
WILDER
7765 25.02%
DESIREE A. MULSO
6280 20.23%
2012
1
Total
51859
SUSAN
GOTO
37715 72.73%
KEVIN
KNAUSS
8186 15.79%
CJ
2
3
4

2014
2016

JAWAHAR

KELLI
GNILE
Total
LYNN M.
OLIVER
PAM ROBIE HART

ANTHONY W.
PALMER
no contested election
no contested election

5793 11.17%
no contest
no contest
39731
20284 51.05%
13888 34.96%
5403 13.60%
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ELECTION HISTORY, cont.

2018

1

4

2020

2021

1

1

Total
SUZANNE
BOB
RENE
Total
KEN
ANTHONY
Total Votes
SUSAN
RENE
SERGEY

Votes
JONES
TOMASINI
AGUILERA
TOKUTOMI
PALMER
GOTO
AGUILERA
TEREBKOV

87061
35743 41.06%
27390 31.46%
23444 26.93%
40946
22731 55.51%
17977 43.90%
80,866
57,409 70.99%
23,457 29.01%
appointed
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Census 2020 California Hard-to-Count Fact Sheet

Attachment 5. Hard-to-count tracts

Placer County
(CA Census 2020 Region 1)

Race and Hispanic Origin
Total population
Hispanic or Latino of any race
Hispanic Exclusive Race:
White alone
Black or African-American alone
American Indian and Alaska Native alone
Asian alone
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Islander alone
Some other race alone

374,985
13.6%
73.8%
1.4%
0.3%
6.8%
0.1%
0.1%

Top 3 Languages Spoken at Home
Total Limited-English Population
(Persons 5 years and older who do not speak
English “very well”)

15,947
48.2%
14.5%
8.5%

Spanish
Other Indo-European languages
Tagalog (incl. Filipino)

Hard-to-Count Characteristics
The California Hard-to-Count (CA-HTC) Index is based on multiple
demographic, housing and socioeconomic variables correlated with
an area being difficult to enumerate. Census tracts with higher
indexes are likely to be places that will pose significant challenges to
enumerate in 2020.

Percent of Total Housing Units:
That are vacant (includes seasonal)
With 3 or more units in a multi-unit
structure

13.2%
15.2%

Percent of Occupied Housing Units (or Households):
That are renter-occupied
29.2%
That are overcrowded
0.6%
Without broadband Internet
13.0%
With limited-English speaking ability
2.1%
That are non-family
29.8%
Receiving public assistance income
2.1%
Percent of population:
Under 5 years old
That is foreign-born
Who moved from outside county in
past year
With income below 150 percent of
poverty level
Age 16 or older that are unemployed
Age 25 or older who are not high
school graduates

CA

CENISUS

1

2020

5.4%
10.8%
6.7%
13.5%
5.6%

California Hard-to-Count Characteristics in County
Median CA-HTC index all census tracts
21.0
Total Population in Census Tracts with
above median CA-HTC
152,300
Leading HTC characteristics in those areas:
Moved recently, Non-family households, Vacant
housing units
Top 5 CA-HTC Census Tracts in County
Census Tract 216.03:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading HTC Reasons in Census Tract 216.03:
Households receiving public assistance
Moved recently
Multi-unit structures
Census Tract 209.01:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading HTC Reasons in Census Tract 209.01:
Moved recently
Non-family households
Households without broadband subscription
Census Tract 211.29:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading HTC Reasons in Census Tract 211.29:
Moved recently
Multi-unit structures
Non-family households
Census Tract 201.07:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading HTC Reasons in Census Tract 201.07:
Vacant housing units
Non-family households
Below 150 percent of poverty level
Census Tract 211.30:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading HTC Reasons in Census Tract 211.30:
Moved recently
Multi-unit structures
Renter-occupied units

4,602
72.0

2,396
58.0

3,327
49.0

2,626
48.0

2,493
44.0

5.5%

For a detailed map of all census tracts, go to census.ca.gov/HTC-map
Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2013-2017 (5-year).
Geography Note: Census tracts do not cross county boundaries but a tract may be divided by
city, district, and other boundaries. Also, the same tract number may be used in more than
one county.

To learn more about California's Census 2020 efforts, please visit census.ca.gov
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Census 2020 California Hard-to-Count Fact Sheet
Rocklin City in Placer County
(CA Census 2020 Region 1)
Race and Hispanic Origin
Total population
Hispanic or Latino of any race
Hispanic Exclusive Race:
White alone
Black or African-American alone
American Indian and Alaska Native alone
Asian alone
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Islander alone
Some other race alone

61,697
12.2%
71.3%
1.8%
0.4%
8.7%
0.0%
0.1%

Top 3 Languages Spoken at Home
Total Limited-English Population
(Persons 5 years and older who do not speak
English “very well”)

2,214
32.0%
21.1%
11.9%

Spanish
Other Indo-European languages
Chinese (incl. Mandarin, Cantonese)

Hard-to-Count Characteristics
The California Hard-to-Count (CA-HTC) Index is based on multiple
demographic, housing and socioeconomic variables correlated with
an area being difficult to enumerate. Census tracts with higher
indexes are likely to be places that will pose significant challenges to
enumerate in 2020.

Percent of Total Housing Units:
That are vacant (includes seasonal)
With 3 or more units in a multi-unit
structure

3.7%
22.9%

Percent of Occupied Housing Units (or Households):
That are renter-occupied
33.8%
That are overcrowded
0.6%
Without broadband Internet
10.1%
With limited-English speaking ability
1.7%
That are non-family
26.8%
Receiving public assistance income
2.3%
Percent of population:
Under 5 years old
That is foreign-born
Who moved from outside county in
past year
With income below 150 percent of
poverty level
Age 16 or older that are unemployed
Age 25 or older who are not high
school graduates

CA

CENISUS

1

2020

5.0%
11.3%
8.5%
10.9%
5.2%
3.7%

California Hard-to-Count Characteristics
Median CA-HTC index all census
tracts
17.5
Estimated Total Population in
Census Tracts with above median
27,667
CA-HTC
Leading HTC characteristics in those areas:
Moved recently; Multi-unit structures; Renter-occupied
units
Top 5 CA-HTC Census Tracts in Place
Census Tract 211.29:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading Hard-to-Count Reasons:
Moved recently
Multi-unit structures
Non-family households
Census Tract 211.30:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading Hard-to-Count Reasons:
Moved recently
Multi-unit structures
Renter-occupied units
Census Tract 211.08:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading Hard-to-Count Reasons:
Non-family households
Moved recently
Households receiving public assistance
Census Tract 211.31:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading Hard-to-Count Reasons:
Moved recently
Multi-unit structures
Renter-occupied units
Census Tract 229:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading Hard-to-Count Reasons:
Moved recently
Multi-unit structures
Renter-occupied units

3,327
49.0

2,493
44.0

2,863
28.0

5,678
24.0

5,129
23.0

For a detailed map of all census tracts, go to census.ca.gov/HTC-map
Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2013-2017 (5-year).
Geography Note: Census tracts do not cross county boundaries but a tract may be divided by
city, district, and other boundaries. Also, the same tract number may be used in more than
one county. “CDP” – A Census Designated Place is a unincorporated community.

To learn more about California's Census 2020 efforts, please visit census.ca.gov
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Census 2020 California Hard-to-Count Fact Sheet
Roseville City in Placer County
(CA Census 2020 Region 1)
Race and Hispanic Origin
Total population
Hispanic or Latino of any race
Hispanic Exclusive Race:
White alone
Black or African-American alone
American Indian and Alaska Native alone
Asian alone
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific
Islander alone
Some other race alone

130,705
15.1%
69.2%
1.7%
0.3%
9.7%
0.2%
0.1%

Top 3 Languages Spoken at Home
Total Limited-English Population
(Persons 5 years and older who do not speak
English “very well”)

5,956
34.6%
15.0%
12.1%

Spanish
Other Indo-European languages
Tagalog (incl. Filipino)

Hard-to-Count Characteristics
The California Hard-to-Count (CA-HTC) Index is based on multiple
demographic, housing and socioeconomic variables correlated with
an area being difficult to enumerate. Census tracts with higher
indexes are likely to be places that will pose significant challenges to
enumerate in 2020.

Percent of Total Housing Units:
That are vacant (includes seasonal)
With 3 or more units in a multi-unit
structure

4.3%
21.5%

Percent of Occupied Housing Units (or Households):
That are renter-occupied
35.3%
That are overcrowded
0.6%
Without broadband Internet
11.3%
With limited-English speaking ability
2.3%
That are non-family
30.6%
Receiving public assistance income
2.3%
Percent of population:
Under 5 years old
That is foreign-born
Who moved from outside county in
past year
With income below 150 percent of
poverty level
Age 16 or older that are unemployed
Age 25 or older who are not high
school graduates

CA

CENISUS

1

2020

6.3%
12.9%
7.7%
13.2%
5.7%
5.4%

California Hard-to-Count Characteristics
Median CA-HTC index all census
tracts
19.0
Estimated Total Population in
Census Tracts with above median
76,317
CA-HTC
Leading HTC characteristics in those areas:
Moved recently; Non-family households; Vacant
housing units
Top 5 CA-HTC Census Tracts in Place
Census Tract 209.01:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading Hard-to-Count Reasons:
Moved recently
Non-family households
Households without broadband subscription
Census Tract 211.29:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading Hard-to-Count Reasons:
Moved recently
Multi-unit structures
Non-family households
Census Tract 207.12:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading Hard-to-Count Reasons:
Children under 5
Moved recently
Households without broadband subscription
Census Tract 226:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading Hard-to-Count Reasons:
Moved recently
Multi-unit structures
Non-family households
Census Tract 207.11:
Total Population
CA-HTC Index
Leading Hard-to-Count Reasons:
Multi-unit structures
Non-family households
Moved recently

2,396
58.0

3,327
49.0

3,913
43.0

5,116
40.0

4,094
37.0

For a detailed map of all census tracts, go to census.ca.gov/HTC-map
Data Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2013-2017 (5-year).
Geography Note: Census tracts do not cross county boundaries but a tract may be divided by
city, district, and other boundaries. Also, the same tract number may be used in more than
one county. “CDP” – A Census Designated Place is a unincorporated community.

To learn more about California's Census 2020 efforts, please visit census.ca.gov
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November 16, 2021
Mr. Glenn Vineyard
President, Placer County Committee on
School District Organization
c/o Ms. Gayle Garbolino-Mojica, Secretary
360 Nevada Street
Auburn, CA 95603
Dear Mr. Vineyard and Committee Members:
Until 2010, the multi-member trustee areas that elected members to the Placer
Board of Education (“Board”) had a variation in population of 260%, greater than the
disparities in southern states that the Supreme Court condemned in the 1960s.1 The
legacy of this constitutional violation persists, both because three current incumbents
were elected before 2010 and because the current variation (12%) still exceeds the 10%
benchmark of constitutionality. For decades, the Board has maintained these trustee
areas with unequal numbers of trustees, which also violates the Education Code.2
The Board has advised that your Committee will consider its proposal to
implement single-trustee area elections on November 29, 2021. Since I expect to be
travelling on that date, I submit these comments in advance. The Board has not yet
published the minutes for the October 14, 2021 meeting at which it adopted its proposal
or the resolution specifying the map and schedule. The schedule will be affected by a
decision on an impending vacancy that the Board has agendized for November 18, 2021.
Large, multimember trustee areas have limited the ability of candidates to run
for the Board, even if they enjoy strong support from their own community. In the last
twenty-five years, less than a quarter of Board elections have been contested. Prior to a
recent appointment, the average tenure of incumbents was 13 years. Since 2000, only 11
individuals (one the spouse of an incumbent) have been elected to this seven-trustee
body. During that period, the County’s Latino and Black populations, which vote in
coalition, have grown more than 150%. Its Asian population, which is smaller but more

Goldberg, “The Statistics of Malapportionment,” 72 Yale L.J. 90 (1962).
Areas with unequal numbers of trustee elected expressly violate Section 1002 since the areas themselves,
not the ratio of voters to trustees, must be “as nearly equal in population as practicable.” This contrasts
the rule for school districts stated in Section 5019.5: “The population of each area is, as nearly as may be,
the same proportion of the total population of the district as the ratio that the number of governing board
members elected from the area bears to the total number of members of the governing board.”
1
2
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politically influential, almost quintrupled.3 Improved representation will enhance the
Board’s understanding of the needs of any increasingly diverse population and its
capacity to improve educational outcomes. Single-trustee areas also mean more
competitive elections to the benefit of all voters.
Actions to enforce the equal protection clause or Section 1002 do not provide a
jurisdiction a “safe harbor” period to remedy the violation. But my clients were pleased
that the Board accepted our invitation to invoke Elections Code, Section 10010, which
applies to violations of the California Voting Rights Act (CVRA). Multi-member areas
violate the CVRA, whenever minority communities vote differently from the rest of the
electorate, which is usually the case. Section 10010 provides for a collaborative
alternative to litigation in which the Board proposes a map and schedule after public
hearings. Our petition, which provided relevant data, is attached.
Despite limited public outreach, the map boundaries are within the range of
outcomes that this Committee can reasonably approve. It is no longer possible for
residents of the Tahoe basin or more report areas in the Sierras to be represented by two
trustees who live in Loomis. The map also created an open seat (Area 2) that includes
Dry Creek Elementary School District, Antelope and additional parts of Roseville,
which has the highest Latino population and the lowest annual income. My clients
believe that the Board should have given more weight to keeping minority and
working-class neighborhoods together and let to following school district lines when it
divided the triple-trustee area, but the boundaries themselves do not violate state or
federal law.4

3

Placer County population:
2000

2020

207124

272472

32%

Asian

23796

60628

155%

Latino

9891

47830

384%

other

7588

23799

214%

white alone; not Latino

growth

It would be ironic to interpret Section 1002 to impose a preference for school district boundaries even
though jurisdiction over district organization lies with your Committee, whose boundaries are not
designed to coincide with school district boundaries. During the pandemic, minority and working-class
families experienced special challenges that reflected socio-economic factors, creating “communities of
interest” that had little to do with school district boundaries. The Board also has appellate functions over
a number of matters involving special education and discipline. Many of these determinations have
differential impacts on minority committees, which argues for direct accountability to the communities of
minority voters, rather than linking the boundaries to which the Board trustees are accountable to the
school district whose decisions they are reviewing. The inclusion of a member directly accountable to a
community that is demographically distinct from the rest of the county could also enhance the capacity of
the Board to improve performance in lower-achieving schools.
4
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My clients do object to the order of elections. Areas numbered 1 (northwest
Roseville), 4 (east Roseville and Granite Bay), and 6 (Auburn, Loomis, and Newcastle)
elect in 2022.5 The sequence delays the ability of minority communities in Area 2 to
select and promote authentic candidates of choice for three years, while perpetuating
double representation in Areas 1 and 6. Ultimately, the schedule preempts the ability
voters in Areas 1 and 6 to have a competitive election by favoring appointees. This does
not satisfy the mandate that the election sequence give “special consideration” for the
purposes of the CVRA that Section 10010(b) requires. It is not an effective remedy for
the constitutional violation.6
Trustee Area 2, which consists of Dry Creek Joint Elementary School District
(and additional parts of Roseville) has the County’s highest Latino and Black
populations and has the lowest household income of any of the proposed trustee areas.
Since Area 2 has not had a resident on the Board for at least 25 years, it is the proper
focus of this reform.
It is simply wrong to deny Area 2 the opportunity to elect until 2024. Susan Goto
won contested elections for the triple-trustee area in 2012 and 2020 with more than 70%
of the vote but does not intend to seek reelection in 2024. Map 4 places both her and
Sergey Terebkov, whom the Board appointed to the triple-trustee area earlier this year,
in the affluent, high-Asian Area 1. Since the object of single-member areas is to provide
equal representation, an area with two trustees in different cycles usually elects when
the later term expires. However, the Board allows Terebkov to run as an appointed
incumbent when his term ends in 2022, even though it gives Area 1 two trustees until
2024. This is a mixed blessing for Area 1’s Asian communities, which will not be able to
recruit and elect an authentic candidate of choice when Goto does retire. It is not a
justification for delaying representation to Area 2 for the next three years. It does not
satisfy Section 10010(b), which requires special consideration for the goals of the CVRA
before accommodating the interests of any incumbent, let alone an appointee who does
not yet have an electoral mandate.
The prospect of appointing a successor in Area 6 is also problematic. Trustee
Tokutomi, who has faced only one contested election in his 19 years of service, voted for
the resolution, which recites that “each Board member shall continue to serve their
current terms.” Less than three weeks later, he submitted his resignation effective
This numbering does not follow convention. When elections are staggered, numbers are normally
assigned to areas that elect in the same year are either all even or all odd.
6 The deviation disadvantaged Roseville, Lincoln and adjoining suburban areas where most of the
county’s minority voters live. The Ninth Circuit also takes very seriously the lingering effects of past
violations, even after decades. Garza v. County of Los Angeles (9th Cir. 1990) 918 F.2d 763, 769-770
(remedy for violation in 1959 redistricting).
5
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December 31, 2021. The Board agenda for November 18, 2021, appears to propose an
appointment from new Trustee Area 6. Since trustee Oliver still represents doublemember Area 4, which includes almost all of Area 6, this allocates an extra year of
double representation to an area with few minority voters. It emphasizes the failure to
include any trustee resident in Area 2 for three full years.
The Board has overstated the costs of a special election. Its estimate of $455,466
to $1,209,576, assumes another election in a multi-member district. This would violate
the constitution and the Education Code, and the agenda report appears to concede that
your approval would require a single-member area to fill the vacancy. Most critically,
Elections Code, Section 4004(c)(2) now allows all-mail election to fill Board vacancies,
since Section 10404(a) defines the Board as an “eligible entity.” Such elections cost
approximately $5 per registered voter, which yields an estimate of $174,000 for Area 2.
This is still a substantial cost. An alternative would be to make a provisional
appointment in Area 2. To avoid preempting Area 2’s first opportunity to choose its
own trustee, the appointee should either be a true consensus candidate or one who has
agreed not to seek reelection. A caretaker appointee could help connect the Board to
this new constituency and promote the opportunity for a competitive election in 2022.
CONCLUSION
Implementation of this map can end a legacy of noncompetitive elections that
have resulted from multi-member trustee areas that did not represent equal number of
constituents and suppressed candidates who lacked the resources and capacity to run in
large districts. However, the sequencing should promote competitive elections, which
required by Section 10010 and essential to remedy the past violation. At a minimum,
Area 2 should elect in 2022 and Area 1 in 2024.
Sincerely,

Scott J. Rafferty

